IMPACTIVA LEATHER END-TO-END
MANAGEMENT PROGRAM

FROM DELAYS TO CANCELLED ORDERS,
YOUR LEATHER DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT AND
SUPPLY CHAIN HAS MANY OPPORTUNITIES
FOR FAILURE.
Bad leather destroys profits. Poor quality, waste, tannery-factory
disputes, and overdevelopment of leather types/colors: all can
dramatically reduce margins. With costs continuing to rise each
day, optimizing your leather supply chain is no longer a luxury,
it’s essential. At Impactiva, we can help. Our team members will
work with you to develop and implement a Leather End-to-End
Management Program that continuously improves quality, efficiency
and decision-making, eliminating poor supplier relationships while
improving your bottom line..

WHY IS IMPACTIVA DIFFERENT?

Impactiva’s Leather
End-to-End Management
Program will provide
improvement from
minimizing development
costs at headquarters to
maximizing leather usage at
your factories, enhancing
quality while cutting cost,
waste and frustration.

CUSTOMIZED, END-TO-END APPROACH
We’ll take a complete, end-to-end approach to optimizing your
leather supply chain. In addition to developing a detailed set of rules
governing your Program, we’ll place a leather professional in your
central office to serve as a resident leather expert and technical
advisor, assisting your Design and Development Teams in finding
viable, innovative leathers. We’ll also work with you to identify
potential best-fit suppliers, define your quality grading system and
optimum leather purchasing categories, ensure correct prototype
leather production, and define and confirm standards for each leather
type and color, transmitting this information to all your tanneries and
factories.

CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT IN PRODUCTION QUALITY AND
EFFICIENCY
Our highly trained technicians will ensure that your tanneries
and factories have a clear, across-the-board understanding of all
characteristics and tolerances associated with each leather type. But
that’s not all. We will inspect 100% of your leather before it leaves
your tanneries ensuring that +99% arrive without problems at your
factories. If any problems arise during the product manufacturing
process, our technical customer service teams will assist your
factories to find the quickest, low-cost solution. We will also assist
your Costing Team to define the optimal leather consumption for each
style and then a team of experts, will assist all of your factories to
achieve the agreed upon cutting yields. The result: better quality and
supplier service with lower costs and less delays.

UNPARALLELLED TECHNICAL AND INDUSTRY KNOWLEDGE
As the world’s leading quality assurance company in the leather,
footwear and apparel industries, Impactiva will serve as an unmatched
source of technical expertise at each step of your supply chain. In
addition to providing learning seminars on topics such as leather
characteristics, finishes and the tanning process, our team members
use their deep understanding of your products to quickly identify
More information:
info@impactiva.com
Visit us at www.impactiva.com
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